Happy Independence Day! In this issue, we're highlighting and celebrating community engagement. The Lloyd recently welcomed two vital groups, each of which exemplifies how wellness takes input and involvement from everyone. On a smaller scale, we invite you to engage with our exhibit curators on July 20.

**Tour *Pick Your Poison* with the Curators**

When: Saturday, July 20, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library

Dying to learn more about *Pick Your Poison*? Stop in on July 20 from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and join Lloyd curators for tours highlighting the exhibition’s books and their significance. Travel through a half-millennium of history on the printed page, featuring plants that can both heal and harm. No reservations required.

**Groundwork ORV Visits the Lloyd**

The Lloyd recently hosted visitors from Groundwork Ohio River Valley, the nation's largest youth green workforce, which brings together community partnerships, sustainability, environmental justice, and more. The Groundwork ORV group learned about the Lloyd and worked on a project using our materials.
Lloyd Hosts Gun Violence Roundtable

The Lloyd hosted WCPO's Search for Solutions roundtable last Wednesday, focusing on gun violence and its effect on teens and the community at large. The discussion featured community leaders, young people, and others, and is available to view online. Hear more of the conversations with community members here and here.

The Lloyd will be closed July 4 for Independence Day
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